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Abstract State‐of‐the‐art paleoclimate research strongly depends on the availability of time‐equivalent
markers as chronological control to disentangle interrelationships in the climate system from regional to
global scale. Geomagnetic reversals are regarded as excellent age constraints because they are global events
and independent from climatic conditions. However, spatial variations of timing and internal dynamics of
reversals may limit their precision. Our 1.2 Ma high‐resolution (~25 cm/kyr) sediment record from Lake
Ohrid is promising to precisely depict the Matuyama‐Brunhes (MB) reversal and the Jaramillo subchron.
Two generations of diagenetic ferrimagnetic minerals are present in glacial intervals of the Lake Ohrid
record. Early diagenetic greigite acquired a quasi synsedimentary chemical magnetization, while a late
diagenetic greigite formation, triggered by the upward diffusion of H2S‐rich waters, obscures the polarity
record at the top of the Jaramillo. Interglacial intervals are unaffected by greigite formation, likely due to low
iron concentrations. Based on an orbitally tuned age model with tephrostratigraphic markers, the base of
Jaramillo can be precisely dated to 1072.4 ka, and the MB reversal to 778.5 ka. Both polarity reversals
occurred very rapidly in our record, lasting 2.3 and 1 kyr, respectively. Our results reveal that the dipole
component of the Earth's magnetic field fell below the nondipole components only for a short duration in
the Mediterranean region. The comparison of the timing of the MB boundary across different archives
implies that the onset of the reversal provides a more synchronous age marker compared to often used
midpoint ages.

1. Introduction

Geomagnetic reversals are indispensable as chronological markers in sedimentary archives and volcanic
rocks, giving age constraints over time intervals of millions of years. In order to provide precise age‐
equivalent markers, paleomagnetic reversals need to be accurately dated. Especially in state‐of‐the‐art paleo-
climatic studies for which leads, lags, and feedbacks between the terrestrial and marine realms and across
ocean basins and ice sheets are being investigated, formally constrained ages that fall within intervals of
± a few kyr are not sufficient.

The Matuyama‐Brunhes (MB) reversal is the youngest and best studied transition, mainly because represen-
tative stratigraphic successions are widespread and easy to access, and paleomagnetic records have not been
overprinted repeatedly by a reversing magnetic field. For the global benthic oxygen isotope stack LR04
(Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005) and for the Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS; Ogg, 2012) an age of 782
ka (±4 kyr) is suggested for the MB transition, stratigraphically positioned in Marine Isotope Stage (MIS)
19. The midpoint ages of the MB in different sedimentary archives integrate over 782 to 770 ka (Figure 1).
This age range covers a stratigraphic interval from the peak interstadial MIS 19c to the onset of stage MIS
19a, which is a significant difference from a paleoclimatic perspective with implications for stratigraphic cor-
relation. Interestingly, the onset of the MB reversal appears more synchronous for the gross of those records.
Volcanic ages are often much older (Figure 1, up to 798 ka) but were discussed to indicate the initial demise
of the dipole component (Singer et al., 2005). Evenmore surprising than the large age range are themarkedly
different estimates on the durations of the MB transition. The most rapid postulated reversal was evidenced
at sites in Italy (Macrì et al., 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2014; Sagnotti et al., 2016) and high‐resolution sites from
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the Japan Sea (Hyodo et al., 2006; Hyodo & Kitaba, 2015), while much longer durations are found in sedi-
ment cores from the Indian and Atlantic Oceans (Figure 1). Biases of estimated ages in sediments result from
uncertainties in the age constraints, unknown lock‐in depths, and unknown processes of remanence acqui-
sition (Sagnotti, 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2005; Valet & Fournier, 2016). Moreover, spatial differences in the
expression of a reversal may result from nondipolar field configurations during reversals (e.g., Amit et al.,
2010; Brown et al., 2007; Leonhardt & Fabian, 2007).

The differences in ages and durations emphasize the uncertainties existing for the geomagnetic reversal pro-
cesses and the recording in the various types of sediments. A better understanding would enable disentan-
gling phase relationships and teleconnections of paleoclimatic and paleoceanographic changes across
different regions and environments. In this study we investigate a composite sediment record from Lake
Ohrid (International Continental Scientific Drilling Program ICDP site 5045‐1) to precisely date past polarity
reversals and understand their internal dynamics. Our sediment composite record is remarkable for
various reasons:

It is one of the highest resolved records of the MB boundary with a mean sedimentation rate of 25 cm/kyr.

It has an excellent tephrochronological record of distal volcanic deposits from the Italian volcanic provinces
providing a robust independent age control (Leicher et al., 2016, 2019; Wagner et al., 2019).

It has a strongly contrasting climatically controlled sedimentary composition, enabling the development of
an orbitally tuned age model.

It is located in the greater Mediterranean region, which has revealed the shortest duration of the MB transi-
tion (Macrì et al., 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2014; Sagnotti et al., 2016).

2. Materials

The sediment cores at ICDP “DEEP site” 5045‐1 (45°54°N, 38°20°E, 243 m water depth, Figure 2) were
retrieved in 2013 in the course of the ICDP project Scientific Collaboration on past Speciation Conditions
in Lake Ohrid (SCOPSCO; Wagner et al., 2014). A 456 m continuous composite record was constructed

Figure 1. Timing of the Matuyama‐Brunhes (MB) reversal plotted with respect to the LR04 benthic δ18O stack (Lisiecki &
Raymo, 2005). Length of bar indicates duration of MB reversal in the various records. Colors relate to geographic regions.
Green: Mediterranean, blue: Pacific, red: Indian Ocean, purple: Antarctica, black: North Atlantic. Records utilizing
10Be as a proxy of relative paleointensity (RPI) are indicated by a broken line. For Lake Ohrid the phase of low RPI across
the MB is indicated by a shaded bar; note that onset of the RPI minimum cannot be clearly defined because of the
presence of greigite (cf. Figure 11). Red stars with error bars: Volcanic ages with uncertainties. (1) Sagnotti et al. (2014),
(2) Niespolo et al. (2017), (3) Simon et al. (2017), (4) Macrì et al. (2018), (5) Nowaczyk, Haltia, et al. (2013), (6) Suganuma
et al. (2010), (7) Horng et al. (2002), (8) Hyodo et al. (2006), (9) Hyodo and Kitaba (2015), (10) Okada and Niitsuma
(1989), (11) Mark et al. (2017), (12) Valet et al. (2014), (13) Dreyfus et al. (2008), (14) Channell (2017a), (15) Xuan et al.
(2016), (16) Channell et al. (2010), (17) Channell et al. (2008), (18) Channell and Kleiven (2000), (19) Channell et al. (2004),
(20) Channell and Raymo (2003), (21) Coe et al. (2004), (22) Singer et al. (2005), (23) Brown et al. (2013).
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using the cores recovered from six parallel holes. The upper 448 m are
composed of muddy sediments, which vary in composition on glacial‐
interglacial timescales (Francke et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2014). Glacial
sediments contain a higher proportion of terrigenous material, while an
enhanced bioproductivity during interglacials resulted in calcareous,
organic matter and diatom‐bearing lithologies. Below 447 m composite
depth the Lake Ohrid sedimentary record yields shallow lacustrine depos-
its with intercalated sand‐sized layers (Panagiotopoulos et al., 2020), pas-
sing downward into a gravelly unit at the bottom of the recovered
sequence (Wagner et al., 2014). The age model (supporting information
Figure S1; Wagner et al., 2019) is based on tephrostratigraphic correlation
of 17 tephra layers (first‐order tie points) and a cross‐validated orbital tun-
ing approach (second‐order tie points). The tuning is based on the ratio-
nale that lacustrine productivity is influenced by local summer
insolation, while degradation of organic matter is more intense when
longer winters promote water column mixing. Thus, minima of total
organic carbon in the ICDP 5045‐1 record were tuned against inflection
points of increasing local summer insolation (moderate lacustrine produc-
tivity) and associated increasing winter season length (stronger mixing).
We refer to Francke et al. (2016) and Wagner et al. (2019) for details of
the tuning process. The obtained age model was additionally evaluated
by the paleomagnetic data (this study).

Various investigations have been performed on the younger part of the ICDP 5045‐1 core composite, one of
which was dedicated to the magnetic mineral content reaching back to 640 ka (247 m). It was found that
magnetic mineral assemblages of glacial units experienced modifications by the neoformation of diagenetic
Fe minerals (Just et al., 2016). While in the glacial units of MIS 16 toMIS 10 greigite was a typical constituent
of the ferrimagnetic mineral assemblage, siderite is commonly found in the glacial units of MIS 8 to MIS 2
(Just et al., 2016; Lacey et al., 2016). The authors hypothesized that greigite formation occurred as an early
diagenetic process and the termination of greigite formation after MIS 10 was related to a declining sulfate
supply to the lake, giving rise to siderite formation in a methanogenic environment. Throughout the whole
composite profile diagenetic Fe minerals were not found within interglacial intervals, which was attributed
to a limited availability of reactive iron (Just et al., 2016). Here we discuss the extended rock magnetic data
set down to 428 m and the paleomagnetic data acquired on a total of 1,350 samples. Initially, samples were
taken at 48 cm increments. A continuous subsampling was conducted across polarity reversals, and addi-
tional four off‐splice samples were taken across the MB transition for thermal demagnetization.

3. Methods

Magnetic measurements of low‐resolution samples (48 cm increment) from the core composite were per-
formed at the Helmholtz Centre Potsdam GFZ, Germany. After this first screening, measurements have
been performed on continuously subsampled intervals across detected polarity transitions. The latter sam-
ples have been analyzed at the Istituto Nazionale Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) Rome and the Faculty
of Geosciences, University of Bremen. Magnetic volume susceptibility (κ) was measured using an AGICO
MFK‐1A Kappabridge. Measurements of the Natural Remanent Magnetization (NRM) and stepwise alter-
nating field (AF) demagnetization up to 100 mT were carried out using 2G Enterprises cryogenic magnet-
ometers at 10 incremental steps. Afterward an Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (ARM) was
imparted using a 100 mT AF and 50 μT DC bias field and stepwise demagnetized with a peak field of 100
mT for the high‐resolution samples and peak AF of 65 mT for the low‐resolution samples.

For the low‐resolution samples Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) was imparted at fields of 1.5 T
and a backfield of 200 mT using an external pulse magnetizer, while for the high‐resolution samples, the
inline long core DC coil of the cryogenic magnetometer at the University of Bremen with a field of 700
mT was used as the maximum field. The magnetization after the highest field step was chosen as the satura-
tion IRM (SIRM). In addition, 60 samples have been selected for detailed IRM acquisition experiments up to

Figure 2. Geologic setting of Lake Ohrid. The DEEP drill site ICDP 5045‐1 is
shown by the red dot, and an area with hydrothermal activity is indicated by
a hatched pattern. Modified after Just et al. (2016) and Vogel et al. (2010).
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2.7 T (25 incremental steps). Representative IRM acquisition curves were analyzed for coercivity compo-
nents (Kruiver et al., 2001). Each contributing component to the coercivity spectrum—represented by a
log‐gauss function—is characterized by its contribution to SIRM (%), the field at which half of the SIRM
was reached (B1/2), and the width of the curve (dispersion, DP).

Further proxies characteristic for magnetic mineralogy were derived from the basic rock magnetic data. The
ratio SIRM/κ has been utilized to discriminate the presence of Fe sulfides, that is, greigite (Fu et al., 2008;
Larrasoaña et al., 2007; Nowaczyk et al., 2012; Nowaczyk, Frank, et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 1994;
Roberts et al., 1996) or pyrrhotite (Maher & Thompson, 1999). Fine‐grained single‐domain particles are
prone to ARM acquisition, and thus, the ratio κARM/κ reflects the magnetic grain size in a sample.
However, changes in the magnetic mineralogy may compromise the significance of this ratio, as greigite,
for example, has on average a higher κARM/κ than magnetite (Peters & Dekkers, 2003). The field at which
the magnetization decayed to 50% of its initial value, called the median destructive field (MDF), was derived
for both the ARM and NRM demagnetization data and is used as a coercivity proxy. Moreover, we carefully
utilize the NRM30mT/ARM30mT as proxy for the relative paleointensity (RPI) in suitable intervals of uniform
magnetic mineralogy.

A typical behavior of single‐domain (SD) greigite is the acquisition of an artificial magnetization, when sub-
jected to a static three‐axes AF demagnetization (Stephenson, 1993). This magnetization is perpendicular to
the last AF axis and is called gyroremanent magnetization (GRM). It can be quantified by calculating

ΔGRM= ΔNRM ¼ FRM−MRMð Þ= NRM−MRMð Þ
whereby FRM is the final magnetization after the demagnetization and MRM is the minimum magnetiza-
tion reached in the course of the AF demagnetization procedure (Fu et al., 2008).

All directional paleomagnetic data have been analyzed by principal component analysis using Puffinplot
(Lurcock & Wilson, 2012) to obtain the Characteristic Remanent Magnetization (ChRM) anchored to the
origin and the maximum angular deviation (MAD) was calculated. As cores were not oriented in azimuth
and, in addition, were cored by rotary drilling below 160 m, only the inclinations are meaningful. Four sam-
ples taken across the MB transition were dried in a μ‐Metal shield at room‐temperature and afterward
impregnated using water glass. The plastic container was carefully removed, and samples have been sub-
jected to thermal demagnetization at 28 temperature steps between room temperature and 600 °C using a
Schonstedt oven. Remanences were measured after each step using the cryogenic magnetometer.

Six samples were further characterized by measuring hysteresis loops and First Order Reversal Curves
(FORC) at INGV. The hysteresis properties were measured on a MicroMag vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM model 2900, Princeton Measurements Corporation) with a maximum applied field of 1 T. After cor-
recting the slope for paramagnetic contribution (calculated from the slope above 210 mT), the ratio between
saturationmagnetization and saturation remanenceMrs/Ms was calculated. The remanent coercive force Bcr
was determined from IRM backfield curves, and coercivity Bc was derived from hysteresis loops to compute
Bcr/Bc. FORC measurements were then carried out on the same specimens. In this study 129 FORCs have
been measured for each specimen, in steps of 2.4 mT and an averaging time of 300 ms, using a 1 T saturating
field. FORC diagrams (Pike et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2000) were produced by the FORCinel software devel-
oped by Harrison and Feinberg using VARIFORC smoothing (Egli, 2013) with parameters: Sc0 = Scb = 7,
Sc1 = Sb1 = 8, λ = 0.1 and first point artifact removed.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out onmagnetic extracts, which were obtained by first stir-
ring, later resting a Teflon‐coveredmagnetic finger in suspended sediment slurry, and agitated with NaOP to
disintegrate clay aggregates. This process was repeated three to four times, and the magnetic finger was
rinsed each time. Afterward water was removed and the last drop of water containing the extracted grains
were transferred onto SEM stubs. Further samples from the stratigraphic interval covered by Just et al.
(2016) at 176.86 m and 182.14 m depth were prepared by embedding the extract in epoxy resin, and the sur-
face was polished to obtain the internal structure of Fe sulfide mineral aggregates. All SEM analyses com-
prised imaging of particles using a Quadrant Backscatter Electron Detector (Bruker) at accelerating
voltage of 15 kV and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) to obtain the geochemical composition.
Quantification of EDS data were conducted using the Quantax Esprit 1.9 software, which utilizes internal
libraries to convert energy spectra into relative element concentrations.
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4. Results
4.1. Variability in Bulk Sediment Composition

The concentration of total inorganic carbon (TIC) varies on glacial‐interglacial timescales in Lake Ohrid
(Francke et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2019). Interglacials are characterized by high TIC contents, relating to
a higher precipitation and better preservation of in situ produced calcite in the lake and a decrease in terri-
genous sediment supply (Francke et al., 2016). The variations in TIC translate to calcium carbonate concen-
trations between 1–5 weight % for glacial and 50–75 weight % for interglacial intervals. Based on these
observations, we plot the TIC variability as a backbone for the further description of glacial‐interglacial
cyclicity (Figure 3).

Just et al. (2016) presented the magnetic data from the upper part of the sediment record. They observed a
general change in themagnetic properties at approximately 150m depth (350 ka). Above this boundary mag-
netic concentration proxies show low variability. Below this depth the concentration, mineral assemblage,
and granulometry of magnetic minerals show high‐amplitude variations on glacial‐interglacial timescales.

Glacial‐interglacial variability is also the dominant pattern in our newly extended record. The magnetic
grain size proxy κARM/κ (Figure 3b) closely resembles TIC % (Figure 3a), with low values (<2.5, coarse
grained) during glacials and stadials, indicating an environmental control on the magnetic granulometry
and mineralogy. While GRM acquisition (Figure 3f) is solely occurring in glacial and stadial intervals, the
greigite proxy SIRM/κ (Figure 3c) shows a more complicated pattern. Below 350 m depth (MIS 26) high
SIRM/κ values are found in interglacials, reaching values up to 10*103 A/m, while above high values are
associated with glacials and even rise higher than 20*103 A/m. The coercivity proxy MDFARM (Figure 3g)
is in glacial (interglacial) intervals above (below) 30 mT and in some intervals even higher than 40 mT,
mimicking changes in SIRM/κ. As for the latter, the high‐amplitude glacial variations are muted below
350 m (MIS 26).

Figure 3. Downcore magnetic parameters of ICDP 5045‐1 in relation to (a) ICDP 5045‐1 total inorganic carbon (TIC %) with labelled marine isotope stages (MIS),
according to the age model. (b) κARM/κ, (c) SIRM/κ, (d) Maximum Angular Deviation (MAD) of (e) inclination of the anchored characteristic remanent
magnetization. Inclinations of samples that acquired a significant GRM (ΔGRM/ΔNRM >10%) are shown in red. (f) ΔGRM/ΔNRM, (g) MDFARM. Where
applicable, interpretation of proxies is shown next to axes. Assigned zones of normal (N, gray bars) and reversed (R, white bars) polarity are indicated
(see also Table 1).
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To further disentangle the change in the magnetic mineralogy, we show
coercivity distributions of IRM acquisition (Figure 4) separately for sam-
ples with high (>35 mT) and low (<35 mT) MDFARM. Both groups con-
tain samples that acquired a significant GRM upon NRM
demagnetization. All samples can be described by three IRM components
with B1/2 of ~40mT, ~95mT, and above 250mT (Figure 4a and supporting
information Figure S7 and Table S8). GRM samples of the MDFARM <35
mT group have a more emphasized intermediate‐coercivity component
than non‐GRM samples. Samples with MDFARM >35 mT lack the low‐
coercivity component and have a suppressed 95 mT component
(Figure 4b) and a stronger high‐coercivity component.

4.2. Polarity Zones

ChRM was computed for multiple steps, after removal of a viscous over-
print at 15 mT AF. Generally, four to seven steps were used; in particular,
at polarity transitions the number of steps was adapted to the multiple
components of demagnetization vectors. As samples from glacial intervals
acquired a GRM at fields higher than 50 mT AF, the initial demagnetiza-
tion steps could still be utilized to calculate the ChRM. It is important to
discriminate between primary post Depositional Remanent Magnetization
(pDRM) and secondary Chemical Remanent Magnetizations (CRM),
acquired during neoformation of minerals, for example, by greigite
(Musgrave & Kars, 2016; Roberts & Rowan, 2005; Sagnotti et al., 2010;
Vasiliev et al., 2007). Accordingly, we color coded the inclination data of
the samples acquiring a significant GRM (>10% of NRM) in red. To
evaluate whether a change in inclination coincides with a mineralogical
change, also the coercivity parameter MDFARM is consulted. The obtained

directional data are of good quality with MADs <5° for non‐GRM samples and <10° for GRM samples
(Figure 3d and 5e). Higher MADs (up to 30°) are restricted to polarity reversals.

In total, 10 polarity zones were defined based on the inclination record (Table 1 and Figure 3) and numbered
consecutively. Note that these zones do not necessarily correspond to polarity chrons. As we are interested

Figure 4. Gradient of Isothermal Remanent Magnetization acquisition for
selected samples. (a) In samples with MDFARM <35 mT the low‐coercivity
component is strongest expressed by non‐GRM samples. GRM samples
have stronger contributions of the intermediate component. (b) Samples
with MDFARM >35 mT are dominated by the intermediate coercivity
component. See also supporting information Figure S7 and Table S8.

Figure 5. Close‐up ofMB reversal and base of Jaramillo subchron. Stars mark the position of samples onwhich FORCmeasurements were performed (Figure 7 and
Table 2). Arrows mark the equivalent composite depths of off‐splice samples, which were thermally demagnetized (Figure 6).
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also in the duration of polarity zones, we determine the midpoint and the onset and termination of the polar-
ity transition as follows: We defined the depth, and corresponding age, above which inclinations depart >15°
for two consecutive samples as the onset of a polarity transition. The first sample stabilizing at opposite
polarity was defined as the termination of the transition. Based on these defined onsets and terminations,
the thickness and duration, as well as the midpoint depths and ages of the transitions, were calculated. If
not stated otherwise, depths and ages in the text correspond to midpoints of polarity transitions.

Most samples of zone R1 (from the base of the record up to 373.78 m) have reversed polarities, except for a
few GRM samples with normal polarities around 423–420 m, 412–405 m, 396–388 m, and 384–381 m com-
posite depth. The transition between R1 and N2 integrates over an interval of 72 cm (n= 19) with intermedi-
ate directions (Figures 3 and 5). Based on our independent age model (supporting information Figure S1),
this transition marks the base of the Jaramillo subchron (Figure 11). Samples at the transition do not show
GRM acquisition (Figure 5b), nor does the MDFARM (Figure 5c) vary, implying an invariable magnetic
mineralogy. Zone N2 (373.78–345.29 m) contains both GRM and non‐GRM samples of normal polarity.
However, all samples in its upper part acquired a GRM.

Above follows a short interval of reversed inclinations (R3, 345.29–341.93 m) revealed by both GRM and
non‐GRM samples. The following normal polarity zone N4 (341.93–336.08 m) exclusively contains GRM
samples. The base coincides with an increase of the MDFARM up to 45 mT (Figure 5c), which then drops
at the top to MDFARM <30 mT indicating a change of magnetic mineralogy in zone N4. In zone R5
(336.08–328.21 m) MDFARM remains at values below 35 mT, and GRM and non‐GRM samples occur. The
transition to zone N6 at 328.21 m is rather thick and integrates over 6.72 m with intermediate inclinations.
Normal polarity samples in the lower part of N6 are associated with high MDFARM. Some GRM samples
within N6 (~318 m) have reversed polarity and concurrent drop of the MDFARM. A rapid drop of the
MDFARM is also observed shortly below the top of N6 at 308.75 m. Except for two samples, zone R7
(308.75–294.48 m) samples did not acquire a GRM and the MDFARM is low. Again, coinciding change of
polarity and coercivity is apparent at the base of zone N8 (294.48–289.72 m). Inclinations in the lower part
of N8 are highly variable and sometimes very shallow (Figure 5). Also, in this zone high MDFARM are not
solely attributed to GRM samples, but also, samples showing no GRM acquisition have very high coercivities
(also indicated in IRM coercivity distributions in Figure 4b). At the top of this zone the change in coercivity
precedes the polarity change: While the MDFARM already drops below 35 mT at 291 m, the transition to
reversed polarity zone R9 only occurs 1.5 m further up in the record and is not accompanied by a systematic
change in coercivity. This indicates that mineralogical changes might be responsible for the polarity pattern
only in the lower part of zone N8. Zone R9 (289.72–287.61 m) contains GRM and non‐GRM samples with
MDFARM <30 mT.

The uppermost polarity boundary (R9‐N10) corresponds to the MB reversal with a midpoint depth of
287.61 m. The sample at 287.71 m is the uppermost sample of fully reversed polarity and is followed

Table 1
Polarity Zones of ICDP 5045‐1.

Polarity
Zone

Top of polarity zone
midpoint depth (m)

Top of polarity zone
midpoint age (ka)

Thickness of
transition (m)

Duration of
transition (kyr)

Associated Polarity
Chron

N10 0.00 0.0 Brunhes

R9 287.61 778.5 0.20 1.0 Matuyama
N8 289.72 788.3 0.28 1.2
R7 294.48 806.3 1.56 6.7
N6 308.75 869.0 1.39 6.0
R5 328.21 940.1 6.72 17.6
N4 336.08 961.4 2.50 6.5
R3 341.93 973.9 0.57 1.2

N2 345.29 980.5 0.88 1.5 Jaramillo

R1 373.78 1,072.4 0.72 2.3 Matuyama

Note. Depths and ages correspond to midpoints of transitions. Thicknesses and durations indicate the interval of inter-
mediate and unstable directions between polarity zones. Note that polarity zones do not necessarily relate to (sub‐)
chrons, as they may represent remagnetized intervals. See text for further explanations.
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by 16 cm (n = 5) samples of shallow inclinations and a full recovery of normal polarity at 287.51 m
(Figures 5 and 11). Neither a change in MDFARM nor GRM acquisition is observed at this transition.
The inclinations within N10 have stable normal inclinations with a few short‐term departures from
normal polarity at stratigraphic levels, where excursions would be expected (supporting information
Figure S2).

4.3. Thermal Demagnetization

Thermal demagnetization of samples taken from MIS 19 (from a parallel off‐splice core), across the transi-
tion from R9 to N10 (MB boundary), implies unblocking temperatures of ~180° C (Figure 6), consistent with
the presence of (Cr‐rich) titanomagnetite grains as remanence carriers (Francombe, 1957) and Al substitu-
tion, which are found in our samples (see also section 5.3 and supporting information Figure S4).
Unfortunately, the thermally demagnetized samples acquired a random magnetization after heating above
~350 °C, which indicates the formation of magnetite from oxidation of accessible iron. We therefore show
thermal demagnetization diagrams up to 300 °C only. The ChRM directions obtained from thermal demag-
netization in these temperature steps are in agreement to directions obtained from the AF treated samples
from the spliced record. The uppermost samples from 285.23 and 287.51 m have normal polarity. The sam-
ples obtained from below the transition (287.74 and 288.05 m) have more noisy demagnetization diagrams.
Nevertheless, a normal overprint is clearly visible in AF demagnetized samples, which is removed after the
20 mT AF step. The inclination of the samples from below the MB boundary gets shallower upon heating up
to 150 °C. Above this temperature inclinations change sign; however, they remain shallow. This indicates
that thermal treatment was not sufficient to remove the normal overprint before forming the new magnetic
minerals but still suggests a primary reversed polarity.

4.4. First‐Order Reversal Curves

As the concentration of magnetic particles in interglacial samples was too low, hysteresis measurements
were noisy, so that FORC measurements were only conducted on samples from glacial intervals (stars in
Figure 5). We selected samples from polarity zones N10 (Figures 7a and 7b) and N8 (Figure 7c–7f) with con-
trasting magnetic proxies (Table 2) that are utilized to infer the presence of greigite. The four samples from
N8 are characterized by no or very low GRM acquisition and moderate to low SIRM/κ values, arguing
against the presence of greigite, and have relatively coarse magnetic grain size (low to moderate κARM/κ
values). In contrast, the two samples from N10 acquired a strong GRM, have high SIRM/κ, and higher
κARM/κ (finer magnetic grain size) values and steeper inclinations (Table 2). All selected samples have
MDFARM >35 mT, which is also associated with the dominance of the intermediate‐coercivity IRM
component (Figure 4).

Except for one, all samples show a concentric distribution in their FORC diagrams, typical for interacting
single‐domain particles. The concentric contours are offset below the Bu = 0 axis, and the maxima are posi-
tioned between 60 and 70mT (Bc), except for a sample at 292.18m depth, for which it is located below 60mT.
Such closed contours are typical for diagenetic greigite (e.g., Roberts et al., 2011). Moreover, although inten-
sities are relatively low, the lowermost sample (Figure 7f) shows a central ridge, which is often observed for
bacterial greigite (Chang et al., 2014; Reinholdsson et al., 2013). Also, in other samples it appears that central
ridge may be masked by the concentric contours, but we cannot fully verify this.

There appears to be no systematic differences between GRM and non‐GRM samples. However, a slight dif-
ference is observed for the lowermost non‐GRM samples (Figure 7f), with contours spreading along the Bu
axis, which might imply the presence of MD components (Chang et al., 2007; Muxworthy & Roberts, 2007;
Roberts et al., 2000), in line with the lowest κARM/κ values. Interestingly, the two lowermost samples have a
MDFNRM above 90 mT (Table 2), while the MDFARM is with ~45 mT comparable to the other samples. This
suggests a presence of a high‐coercivity phase, which acquired a NRM, but is not prone to ARM acquisition.
It could be possible that the high coercivity is related to a diagenetic magnetic phase that acquired a CRM.
Hysteresis parameters (Table 2) reveal high Bcr (mostly >70 mT) and high Mrs/Ms (mostly >0.4) low Bcr/Bc

(1.35–1.55), which are consistent with the presence of greigite (Chang et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2014;
Dekkers & Schoonen, 1996; Peters & Dekkers, 2003; Roberts et al., 2018; Vasiliev et al., 2007) and pyrrhotite
(Horng & Roberts, 2006; Roberts et al., 2006). Shallow inclinations observed for these samples (Table 2) may
thus result from a diagenetic normal overprint of primary reversed inclinations (cf. section 5.1.3).
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Figure 6. Demagnetization diagrams of samples from above (two upper rows) and below (two lower rows) the MB transition. Left column shows thermal demag-
netization data from off‐splice samples with indicated equivalent composite depth. Right column shows AF demagnetization data from the core composite. Blue
lines indicate anchored ChRM for the AF demagnetized samples.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Reliability of the Paleomagnetic Record

To evaluate the quality of the record for paleomagnetic reconstructions, it is important to understand the
process of remanence acquisition, that is, if a magnetization is primary or if the sediments have been remag-
netized at a later stage (Hüsing et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2001; Kelder et al., 2018; Roberts & Rowan, 2005;
Sagnotti, 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2010; Vasiliev et al., 2007). According to the coercivity distributions, three
components are present in the Lake Ohrid samples (Figure 4). The coercivity distributions of samples with
a MDFARM < 35 mT suggest components of 40 mT, 95 mT, and above 250 mT. From this entity, non‐GRM
samples have the highest contribution of the low‐coercivity component, while for the GRM samples the
intermediate component has a higher contribution (Figure 4a). We therefore argue that the intermediate‐
coercivity component is associated with greigite, while the low‐coercivity components correspond to detrital
magnetite. It should be noted that the coercivity of the greigite component is higher than previously
observed for greigite rich samples, which are in the range of B1/2 50–80 mT (Chang et al., 2014; Kelder
et al., 2018; Ron et al., 2007; Vasiliev et al., 2007). We will further discuss the reason for the high coercivity

Figure 7. First‐order reversal curves of selected samples from (a) 285.62 m, (b) 285.65 m, (c) 291.63 m, (d) 292.18 m,
(e) 293.18 m, and (f) 293.30 m. Images were produced using FORCinel (Harrison & Feinberg, 2008) using the VARIFORC
smoothing (Egli, 2013) with parameters: Sc0 = Scb = 7, Sc1 = Sb1 = 8, λ = 0.1. For magnetic properties of samples
see Table 2.

Table 2
Magnetic Properties of Samples Selected for FORC Measurements Shown in Figure 7

Zone
Depth
(m)

MDFNRM
(mT)

MDFARM
(mT)

MDFNRM /
MDFARM

ARM
Incl κARM/κ ΔGRM/ΔNRM

SIRM/κ
(mA/m)

PCA incl
anchored

Bcr
(mT) Mrs/Ms Bcr/Bc Figure 7

N10 285.62 56.2 44.5 1.26 74 2.15 0.70 24.8 79.3 70 0.51 1.35 7a
N10 285.65 55.1 43.5 1.27 82 2.09 0.19 26.0 62.5 71 0.50 1.37 7b
N8 291.63 50.6 44.3 1.14 87 1.10 0.02 14.8 46.5 74 0.40 1.54 7c
N8 292.18 66.9 36 1.86 88 0.96 0.00 7.2 48.4 63 0.41 1.37 7d
N8 293.18 95.4 42.2 2.26 84 0.59 0.00 9.5 20.3 76 0.47 1.43 7e
N8 293.3 95.9 46.9 2.04 76 0.53 0.00 7.1 21.4 91 0.27 3.14 7f
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of this component in section 5.1.3. The presence of the soft components in
the interglacial intervals and high κARM/κ evidence that low magnetic
concentrations are due to carbonate dilution, and not due to dissolution
of magnetite.

Turning to the samples having a high MDFARM (>35 mT), the low‐
coercivity components are suppressed and the intermediate‐coercivity
component is dominating (Figure 4b). The different character of theses
samples will be used in the following chapter to establish a model for
remanence acquisition in our record.

5.1.1. Early Diagenetic Greigite Formation
The first observation in regard of diagenesis is the absence of greigite in
the upper 150 m of the composite record (Just et al., 2016), where, instead,
siderite is the dominant diagenetic Fe mineral that formed quasi‐
synsedimentary within the glacial sediments (Lacey et al., 2016). This
large‐scale change in the diagenetic regime was interpreted to result from
changing sulfur availability (Just et al., 2016). A similar control of sulfur
presence on the occurrence of greigite has been reported for settings of
variable fresh and saline water conditions (Vasiliev et al., 2007). During

deposition of the lower unit, in which sulfur was available, the glacial‐interglacial variability of greigite is
controlled by the concentration of Fe, which is much higher during glacials (Just et al., 2016). They, how-
ever, could not answer the question whether the greigite formed in organic matter‐rich microenvironments
during early diagenesis with sulfur derived from the lake water or during a later stage of diagenesis. The lat-
ter option would require an upward diffusion of dissolved sulfur species.

If diagenetic formation of greigite at deeper sediment depth would be a relatively recent process, the inclina-
tion of greigite samples should be biased toward normal polarity, compared to non greigite‐bearing samples.
In Figure 8 we show histograms of inclinations and distinguish between non‐GRM (Figure 8a) and GRM
(Figure 8b) samples, as this is a common proxy for greigite. The distribution is similar for GRM and non‐
GRM samples (Figure 8), indicating that greigite carrying a GRM has started to form well in the
Matuyama chron.

However, even if the formation of this greigite phase had started already during the Matuyama chron, a for-
mation with a significant time lag after sediment deposition, diachronous recording of a pDRM and CRM
would have occurred. In the sediment record this would be archived as a depth lag of polarity switch
between samples containing detrital and diagenetic magnetic minerals. Such diachronous recordings are
revealed by “ghost reversals” (Musgrave & Kars, 2016). In contrast, an early formation of greigite in shallow
sediment depth would result in a reliable magnetostratigraphic record (Kelder et al., 2018; Vasiliev et al.,
2007). Below the MB boundary, the uppermost GRM sample of reversed polarity is found at 287.95 m, just
29 cm below the uppermost reversed non‐GRM sample (Figure 5). This implies that greigite formation
was at least initiated at very shallow burial depth and lags sediment deposition ~1.5 kyr (Figure 11e), accord-
ing to the orbitally tuned age model. GRM is thus related to early diagenetic greigite.

5.1.2. Late Diagenetic Fe Sulfide Formation
Some samples from glacial intervals with—from a stratigraphic point of view (N4, N6, and N8)—unexpected
normal inclinations have MDFARM values higher than 35 mT, even higher values of MDFNRM. They also
have Bcr higher than 70 mT and elevated SIRM/κ ratios (section 4.1, Figures 3 and 5, and Table 1). The high
MDF can be explained by the absence of the low‐coercivity component (Figure 4). Thick nodules of Fe sul-
fides have been described by Just et al. (2016). At the surface of those nodules microcrystalline Fe‐S particles
with a cubic symmetry are visible (Figure 9a and 9b). Polished thin section reveal that Fe‐S particles are
embedded in a matrix in the interior part of the nodules (Figure 9c). The nodules's internal structures resem-
ble the amorphous Fe‐S rich grains in a matrix found in Pliocene sedimentary rocks in East Timor where
they were discussed to be of late diagenetic origin (Aben et al., 2014).

EDS reveal elevated oxygen levels of the nodules. These might relate to oxidation of the sulfide particles after
sampling, but elevated oxygen levels might also result from the epoxy resin. Quantified Fe/S ratios vary
between 1.3 for the microcrystalline crystals (Figure 9d‐1) and 1.6 for the matrix spectra (Figures 9d‐2 and

Figure 8. Histograms of inclination plotted for (a) non‐GRM samples and
(b) GRM samples. (c) Stacked histogram of GRM and non‐GRM samples
MDFARM >35 mT.
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9d‐3). These ratios are much higher than expected for greigite (Fe/S of 0.75). Higher MDFs and coercivities
and a higher Fe/S ratio could relate to the presence of pyrrhotite (Dekkers, 1988; Horng & Roberts, 2006;
Peters & Dekkers, 2003); however, as summarized by Roberts (2015), pyrrhotite is unlikely to form at an
early stage of diagenesis. In any case, the Fe nodules in the ICDP 5045‐1 core are much coarser (up to
>100 μm) than the sediment matrix, rather arguing for a diagenetic process than for a detrital source.
Although the surface of the nodules is often rounded (Just et al., 2016), microcrystalline morphologies
(Figures 9a and 9b) resemble cubic symmetries, as would be expected for greigite or pyrite. However, the
presence of these nodules in magnetic extracts and the high Fe/S rather argues for greigite than pyrite.
We therefore assume that these nodules formed at a later stage during diagenesis and the high Fe/S ratios
relate to the oxidation of the greigite particles (Roberts et al., 2011; Rowan & Roberts, 2006). The latter
might also explain the very high coercivity of the IRM component (Figure 4) and the high MDFARM
(Roberts et al., 2011; Turner, 2001).

Virtually all samples withMDFARM higher than 35mT have normal, often somewhat shallower inclinations
(Table 2, skewed distribution in Figure 8c), regardless of GRM acquisition. This suggests that this ferrimag-
netic mineral phase formed in greater sediment depth during the Brunhes polarity chron. A late diagenetic
formation of Fe sulfides, potentially greigite, requires the advection of additional sulfur species through pore
waters. Close to Lake Ohrid sulfur‐bearing springs and fumaroles occur, which are related to recent tectonic
activities (Hoffmann et al., 2010). We propose that the late diagenetic formation of high‐coercivity greigite in
the Lake Ohrid sediments was enhanced by migration of sulfidic fluids from below. Also, it is important to
stress that these late diagenetic mineral phases only occur in the iron‐rich glacial intervals.

The coercivity distributions indicate that greigite has completely masked the primary magnetic assemblage,
and the MDFARM seems to be a suitable proxy to asses this effect. Accordingly, samples with high MDFARM
will be excluded from our magnetostratigraphic reconstruction.

Figure 9. Polished thin sections showing (a) the surface of a Fe sulfide nodule, composed of (b) microcrystalline cubic
particles (sample depth 176.86 m). The internal structure of nodules (c) reveals that the crystals are embedded in a
fine‐grainedmatrix (sample depth 182.14 m). (d) Energy dispersive spectra (EDS) reveal that the microcrystalline particles
have lower Fe/S ratio (1) than the matrix with integrated crystals (2 and 3). See supporting information Table S6 for
quantification of EDS.
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5.1.3. Conceptual Model of Diagenesis in Lake Ohrid
To explain the changing magnetic properties of Lake Ohrid sediments across glacial‐interglacial cycles and
associated pattern in the paleomagnetic directional record, we developed the following conceptual model
(Figure 10). During interglacials the magnetic mineralogy is dominated by detrital low‐coercivity
(MDFARM <35 mT, B1/2 component 40 mT) (titano‐)magnetite grains (black diamonds). Greigite formation
(green triangles, GRM acquisition, B1/2 component 95mT) took place at relatively shallow sediment depth in
iron rich glacial sediments only (Figure 10a). The formation of greigite almost contemporaneous with mag-
netite deposition results in a quasi‐synchronous recording of the magnetic field through both a CRM and a
pDRM, respectively. However, as greigite crystals grew within the whole underlying iron‐rich glacial unit,
short‐lived excursions might be archived as relatively thick intervals of normal polarities (cf. section 5.2).

This early diagenetic formation of greigite persists into the Brunhes Chron (Figure 10b). Moreover, H2S‐rich
pore water started to diffuse upward and induced the formation of a second generation of Fe sulfides as
coarse nodules (red ellipses, Figure 10b), which are of higher coercivity (high MDFARM, dominance of
B1/2 component 95 mT) than the early diagenetic greigite. As the second generation formed during a period
of normal polarity, they give rise to anomalous intervals of normal polarity within the Matuyama‐aged sedi-
ments (Figures 3 and 4, zones N4, N6, and N8). At approximately 350 ka, the geochemical regime of the lake
water changed, and instead of greigite, siderite (violet rhomboids, Figure 10c) was the dominant early diage-
netic magnetic mineral (Just et al., 2016).

5.2. Potentially Recorded Short‐Lived Excursions

When considering the complete downcore record, it emerges that normal polarity samples in N6 and the top
of N8 have MDFARM <35 mT and are not associated with GRM acquisition (Figures 3 and S3). Based on our
evaluations, those intervals should not be overprinted by greigite. Interestingly, the top of zone N6 corre-
sponds to the Kamikatsura excursion and the top of N8 falls into the time of the Brunhes precursor
(Figure 11). The stratigraphic interval of normal polarity zones N8 and N6, however, is much thicker than
the typical duration of excursions, which should be in the order of a few thousand years. The lower parts
of zones N8 and N6 are characterized by GRM or high MDFARM samples, suggesting the presence of

Figure 10. Schematic development of the magnetic mineral assemblage in Lake Ohrid. (a) During the Matuyama chron
pore waters were sulfidic and early diagenetic greigite (green triangles, characterized by GRM acquisition) formed in
glacial intervals (light brown shadings) at shallow sediment depth, recording the Earth's magnetic field through chemical
remanent magnetization (CRM). Interglacial sediments (red brown shadings) were dominated by (titano‐)magnetite,
which acquired a postdepositional remanent magnetization. (b) These quasi synsedimentary processes continued into the
early Brunhes Chron. Additional upward migrating H2S‐rich fluids initiated the growth of a second generation of
greigite (orange ellipses, characterized by high MDF) at greater sediment depth. This secondary formation was also
dominantly occurring in Fe‐rich glacial intervals and led to CRM recording of normal polarity in underlying stratigraphic
intervals. (c) During the last 350 ka sulfur availability was reduced and methanogenic conditions prevailed, initiating
siderite formation (purple prisms) in shallow sediment depth.
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greigite. Removing the samples with highMDFARM from our record, the expression of those normal polarity
intervals becomes much sharper. It is thus likely that top samples of the respective zones do indeed carry a
primary pDRM acquired during the geomagnetic excursions, while in the 1–2 m below the depositional
surface contemporaneous greigite formation in the Fe‐rich glacial sediments is responsible for ghost
remagnetization (Musgrave & Kars, 2016), virtually thickening the reversed sedimentary layer.

Threemore intervals of normal polarities within zone R1 and in the lower part of N6 are centered close to the
expected Bjorn, CobbMountain, and Punaruu and Santa Rosa excursions (Figure 11). The latter intervals are
characterized by GRM acquisition, but the MDFARM is below 35 mT, so that these samples are qualified as
containing only early diagenetic greigite. It could thus be possible that these intervals recorded the excur-
sions through an early diagenetic CRM carried by greigite.

5.3. Stratigraphic Position and Timing of Polarity Transitions

The occurrence of greigite in glacial sediments of Lake Ohrid compromised the recording of geomagnetic
reversals. The top of the Jaramillo subchron is stratigraphically positioned at the end of glacial MIS 28. In
the Lake Ohrid record the top of zone N2 is positioned at 245.29 m, corresponding to 980.5 ka (Table 1).
This age is younger than the previously reported GPTS and LR04 age of 988 ka for the top of Jaramillo. In
particular, the uppermost samples of zone N2 have MDFARM exceeding 35 mT, which we interpret as late
diagenetic greigite (cf. section 5.1.3). Removing the latter samples, the uppermost normal polarity sample
of zone N2 corresponds to an age of 992 ka (Figure 11), closer to the postulated top Jaramillo age. It should
be noted, however, that also after cleaning the record by removing the assumed late diagenetic greigite incli-
nations, the samples of the upper part of N2 all acquired a GRM. Although we assume that the formation of
the supposedly early diagenetic greigite had occurred with only a minor time lag after deposition (cf.
section 5.1.4) a precise dating of the top Jaramillo subchron is not possible in our record.

The above discussed occurrence of diagenetic minerals is confined to glacial intervals. This is visualized by
the absence of GRM and MDFARM at or below 35 mT in interglacial sections (cf. section 5.1), as well as a
clear glacial‐interglacial pattern of the κARM/κ (Figure 3b). The bases of the polarity zones N2 and N10
are stratigraphically positioned in MIS 31 and MIS 19 respectively, corresponding to the base of the
Jaramillo and to the MB transition (Figure 11). Across these transitions no change in coercivity and mag-
netic mineralogy is observed. Thermal and alternating field demagnetization diagrams from parallel samples
show a consistent polarity pattern, although fully reversed directions were not recovered from the thermal
demagnetization diagrams, because of the formation of magnetite upon heating (cf. section 4.3).

Figure 11. Magnetostratigraphy of ICDP 5045‐1. (a) TIC % of ICDP 5045‐1 and LR04 (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005) are shown as a reference for MIS. (b) Cleaned
inclination record, only samples with MDFARM <35 mT are shown. Red: GRM samples, black: non‐GRM samples. (c) Geomagnetic Polarity Timescale and
geomagnetic excursions: (1) Channell et al. (2002), (2) Channell et al. (2016), (3) Xuan et al. (2016), (4) Singer (2014), (5) Channell (2017b), (6) Panaiotu et al. (2013),
(7) Nomade et al. (2005), (8) Singer et al. (2005), (9) Valet et al. (2014), (10) Ogg (2012). (d) Close‐up of the base of Jaramillo subchron and (e) Brunhes precursor and
MB transition, colors as in (b). The NRM30mT/ARM30mT of non‐GRM samples with MDFARM <35 mT is shown as a proxy for the relative paleointensity.
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Relatively high MADs (~20°) at polarity transitions are attributed to the reversal process. Coarse‐grained Fe
sulfide nodules, as observed for glacial intervals (Just et al., 2016), were not found in SEM analyses of mag-
netic extracts from two samples taken from above (287.49 m) and below (287.72 m) the MB transition (sup-
porting information Figure S4). Although few fine‐grained Fe sulfide particles were present, magnetite with
elevated Cr (18%) and Ni concentrations (8%) and (titano‐)magnetite were found to be the dominant consti-
tuents of the magnetic fraction. The presence of titanomagnetite and high Cr content magnetite is in line
with the thermal demagnetization diagrams, with unblocking temperatures of 180 °C (Francombe, 1957).
We consider the magnetic signal in the interglacial sections, namely, MIS 31 and MIS 19, reliable records
of the Earth's magnetic field. These polarity transitions can thus be used to date the reversals, as well as to
constrain the duration of the base of the Jaramillo and the MB transition.

In the ICDP 5045‐1 age model, the midpoint of the base of Jaramillo has an age of 1072 ka (Figure 11d). This
age is in line with the GPTS and other published records of the base of the Jaramillo (e.g., Channell et al.,
2002; Channell et al., 2010). The transitional phase at the base of Jaramillo integrates over 2.3 kyr.

The MB boundary is stratigraphically placed shortly after peakMIS 19 (778.5 ka, Figures 1, 11e, and S3) only
a little younger than its age in the GPTS of 781 ka (Ogg, 2012). However, the midpoint in the Lake Ohrid
record is up to 8 kyr older than reported in recently published papers (Figure 1), in which it is located in
the younger part of MIS 19 or even close to the MIS 19/MIS 18 boundary (e.g., Channell, 2017a;
Suganuma et al., 2010; Valet et al., 2014; Xuan et al., 2016). An absolute comparison of ages can be compli-
cated, as the methods for age model development are different for the different studies. The use of benthic or
planktonic foraminifera or other climate relevant parameters from the individual archives on the one hand,
and the choice of the dated reference record (e.g., Northern Hemisphere or local insolation and regional or
global benthic records), on the other hand, makes age models prone to biases (Valet & Fournier, 2016).
Nevertheless, the onset of the MB transition at Lake Ohrid fits relatively well to other records (Figure 1),
and it fits to the recently postulated age of 784 ka for the initial collapse of the dipole field (Singer et al., 2019).

The duration of less than 1 kyr for theMB reversal in Lake Ohrid appears much shorter than in other records
from most marine archives with durations of typically 5–10 kyr. Such differences cannot be explained by
uncertainties in absolute age control. There are also sedimentary archives, which indicate much faster tran-
sitions than the 1 kyr at Lake Ohrid. A study of a marine succession outcropping at the Boso peninsula
(Japan) from a high sedimentation rate setting (~300 cm/kyr) found the MB transition to last less than
100 years (Okada et al., 2017; Okada & Niitsuma, 1989). A marine succession from the Osaka Bay has like-
wise a relatively quick reversal of 1 kyr (Hyodo et al., 2006; Hyodo & Kitaba, 2015). Additionally, two sec-
tions in Italy revealed a very sharp MB polarity reversal: Macrì et al. (2018) found a duration of less than
100 years in a marine sequence (~50 cm/kyr sedimentation rate) from the Crotone Basin and a duration
in the order of few centuries or less was also reported in the Sulmona Basin, in a lacustrine sequence also
characterized by high sedimentation rates in the order of 35 cm/kyr (Sagnotti et al., 2014; Sagnotti et al.,
2016). The absolute position of the MB reversal in the Sulmona Basin was recently revised (Sagnotti et al.,
2018), as it was shown that the precise position of the MB reversal may have been affected by remagnetiza-
tion (Evans & Muxworthy, 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2018) linked to a cryptotephra, with displacement on the
order of centimeters. Regardless of the absolute stratigraphic position, the MB transition in the Sulmona
Basin is very rapid (Sagnotti et al., 2018). Finally, a fast MB transition lacking intermediate directions is
found in KC‐01B core from the Ionian Sea, which has a temporal resolution of 3 kyr (Langereis et al., 1997).

While the proxies for relative paleointensity, that is, NRM30mT/ARM30mT, are strongly biased by the mag-
netic mineralogical and even more by the remanence acquisition processes (pDRM and CRM), they may
provide reliable information for diagenetically unaffected intervals, including the MB transition, in our
record (Figure 11e). Interestingly NRM30mT/ARM30mT remains at low values 3 kyr longer than the direc-
tional change, which is consistent with the record in Sulmona and closer to the duration of polarity reversals
in other records (see Figure 1).

One important factor of the recording process of the Earth's magnetic field is the lock‐in zone (Roberts &
Winklhofer, 2004; Valet et al., 2016). Under low sedimentation rate settings pDRM acquisition in the
lock‐in zone would result in a smearing of the transition over a certain depth interval, mostly some tens
of centimeters (e.g., Suganuma et al., 2011). The potential to record directional change within a short period
of time thus depends on sedimentation rates (Valet et al., 2016). At our site sedimentation rates for this
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interval reach up to 23 cm/kyr, which is 2–5 times higher than reported for many marine records (Figure 1).
Thus, the smearing of directional change in the lock‐in zone in our record is potentially lower and we are
able to precisely resolve the spatial and temporal dynamics of the reversal process.

5.4. Implications for Earth's Magnetic Field Reversals

Short durations of reversals are not unlikely, in particular when the dipole moment of the field is lower than
the nondipole contributions for a short time as suggested by numerical models (Amit et al., 2010; Brown
et al., 2007; Leonhardt & Fabian, 2007). Moreover, directional changes during geomagnetic excursions,
which only last some kyrs are likewise very rapid (Leonhardt et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2019; Nowaczyk et al.,
2012; Nowaczyk et al., 2018; Roberts &Winklhofer, 2004). Therefore, high‐resolution archives are indispen-
sable to reconstruct the internal dynamics of a geomagnetic field during a reversal. Our and other directional
records from locations in the Mediterranean region reveal a full polarity switch within a short period of time
(Macrì et al., 2018; Sagnotti et al., 2014; Sagnotti et al., 2016). The IMABB4 model—an inversion model
based on paleomagnetic data (Leonhardt & Fabian, 2007)—predicts for the MB reversal a low radial mag-
netic component at the Earth's surface for the Mediterranean region at times when the radial component
is still outward (inward) at high latitudes. By that time, the radial component had even already reversed
its sign at the core‐mantle‐boundary (Leonhardt & Fabian, 2007). Interestingly, in IMABBA4 an earlier,
and faster polarity switch is also observed for the North Pacific, which fits the reconstruction from Osaka
Bay (Hyodo et al., 2006; Hyodo & Kitaba, 2015) and Boso Peninsula (Okada et al., 2017; Okada &
Niitsuma, 1989).

Paleomagnetic reconstructions are much sparser for the base of the Jaramillo subchron (Clement & Kent,
1984; Clement & Kent, 1985; Mazaud et al., 2009). A reconstruction of Mazaud et al. (2009) reveals a precur-
sory event with low‐latitude Virtual Geomagnetic Pole (VGP) positions and return to higher latitudes before
the VGP moves through South America, the Pacific Ocean, and Asia. Such a pattern is consistent with a
more complex change of inclination in our record for the base of the Jaramillo (Figure 11d). However, the
reversal at Lake Ohrid is also rather quick (ca. 2.3 kyr), while other studies report durations of 5 kyr
(Channell et al., 2002). This highlights again that our high‐sedimentation site is very suitable to reconstruct
the timing and dynamics of reversals.

Leaving the theoretical (oversimplifying) context of VGPs aside, we propose that indeed, nondipolar compo-
nents of the Earth's magnetic field eventually only dominated for a short period of time in theMediterranean
(Leonhardt & Fabian, 2007) and potentially in the North Pacific, where polarity flips at the MB boundary
and at the Base of the Jaramillo occurred suddenly (within 1 and 2.3 kyr, respectively).

5.5. Implications for Magnetostratigraphy

The short decrease of the dipole component of the Earth's magnetic field for the MB reversal and at the base
of the Jaramillo subchron is precisely captured in our high sedimentation rate setting. The stratigraphic posi-
tion of the MB reversal at Lake Ohrid corresponds to the time at which most of the marine records across all
ocean basins show the onset of MB transition (Figure 1). Besides smearing within the lock‐in zone, local
multipolar components of the field after the switch of the dipole component could be responsible for a longer
transitional phase in other archives. This inference is in line with the comparable longer phase of low RPI at
Lake Ohrid and other archives, while the directional change is much shorter at Lake Ohrid and elsewhere in
the Mediterranean. We therefore argue that if the lock‐in zone is accounted for or in cases where it may be
negligible, as for high sedimentation rate settings (Egli & Zhao, 2015; Roberts & Winklhofer, 2004; Simon
et al., 2018; Suganuma et al., 2011), using the onset of the MB transition as a stratigraphic marker is more
robust than using the midpoint of the reversal for successfully synchronizing sedimentary archives across
the world.

6. Conclusions

The paleomagnetic record from Lake Ohrid is exceptional, as it allows to discriminate the timing of diage-
netic mineral neoformation in lacustrine sequences while providing high‐resolution records of polarity tran-
sitions. Two phases of Fe sulfide formation are evident in the record. Shortly after deposition, greigite formed
in shallow sediment depth and acquired a quasi‐synsedimentary chemical remanent magnetization. Thus,
even in these diagenetically overprinted intervals, reversals and excursions are preserved at the correct
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stratigraphic positions, as is evident for the termination of the Jaramillo, the Bjorn Drift, Cobb Mountain,
Punarauu, Santa Rosa, and Kamikatsura events. However, the observed stratigraphic intervals of normal
polarity at Lake Ohrid correspond to durations, which are much longer than the respective excursions.
This can be explained by the formation of early diagenetic greigite within the complete glacial layer in the
subsurface. At a later stage of diagenesis, a second greigite phase formed in certain glacial levels throughout
the composite record, which is characterized by high coercivity and carries a normal polarity magnetization.
We propose that this mineral formed during the Brunhes Chron through precipitation of upward migrating
H2S rich fluids, which are reaching at present the land surface NE of Lake Ohrid.

While we have demonstrated that the magnetic mineralogy in Lake Ohrid sediments is dominated by early
and/or late diagenetic Fe sulfides in particular in glacial intervals, the sediments deposited during intergla-
cial phases provide primary records of the Earth's magnetic field based on a detrital magnetization. We date
the onset of the MB transition at Lake Ohrid to 778 ka (midpoint age 778.5 ka), with a duration of less than 1
kyr and the transition at the base of the Jaramillo to 1071.3 ka (midpoint age 1072.4 ka) and a duration of
about 2.3 kyr. The short durations are preserved because of the high sedimentation rate, which minimizes
the smearing of the directional information of the reversal within the lock‐in zone. It also emphasizes that
the dipole moment was low for only a very short period of time during the reversal. These dipole minima
coincide with the phase at which in other archives the onset of the polarity reversal is observed. We advocate
that the Mediterranean region is an excellent location to study the temporal development of the dipole field.
We further propose that for correlating paleomagnetic records, it is more robust to use the apparent onset of
the polarity transition than using its midpoint.
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